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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this document is to help root causing and solving issues related to SD/MMC.
This document is dedicated to OMAP44xx devices but many tips can be used for other OMAP
devices as the SD/MMC interface is standardized.
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WARNING: EXPORT NOTICE
Recipient agrees to not knowingly export or re-export, directly or indirectly, any product or
technical data (as defined by the U.S., EU, and other Export Administration Regulations)
including software, or any controlled product restricted by other applicable national
regulations, received from Disclosing party under this Agreement, or any direct product of such
technology, to any destination to which such export or re-export is restricted or prohibited by
U.S. or other applicable laws, without obtaining prior authorization from U.S. Department of
Commerce and other competent Government authorities to the extent required by those laws.
This provision shall survive termination or expiration of this Agreement.
According to our best knowledge of the state and end-use of this product or technology, and in
compliance with the export control regulations of dual-use goods in force in the origin and
exporting countries, this technology is classified as follows:
US ECCN: 3E991
EU ECCN: EAR99
And may require export or re-export license for shipping it in compliance with the applicable
regulations of certain countries.
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In this document, ‘SD/MMC interface’ expression is used to refer to OMAP interface that drives
the SD, SDIO and eMMC peripheral.

Note: It is recommended reading the OMAP4430 Silicon Errata Public (3) in addition to this
document.

1 PBIAS Configuration
In order to prevent I/O damages, the voltage switching on MMC1 I/Os must be done carefully by
respecting a specific sequence described below.
Indeed, it is very important to set PWRDNZ bit to 1 only when SDMMC1_VDDS is stable. And
SDMMC1_VDDS must ramp-up after VDD2. See Figure 1.

Figure 1: Power-up Sequence vs PWRDNZ
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Table 1.

Power Supplies

Sequence to configure the PBIAS Cell:
1.

PWRDNZ allows protecting the MMC1 PBIAS cell and MMC1 I/O cell when SDMMC1_VDDS
is not stable (ramp)
Enable PWRDNZ mode for PBIAS cell and MMC1 IO cell :
CONTROL_PBIASLITE[22] MMC1_PBIASLITE_PWRDNZ = 0.
CONTROL_PBIASLITE[26] MMC1_PWRDNZ = 0.

2.

Preliminary setting for PBIAS and MMC1 IO cells:
Enable MMC1 PBIAS cell output:
Set CONTROL_PBIASLITE[25]MMC1_PBIASLITE_HIZ_MODE = 0
Configure pin muxing for MMC1.
Depending on the max clock speed used, configure
CONTROL_MMC1.SDMMC1_DRx_SPEEDCTRL bits.
If no external pull-ups are used on the board then choose the internal pull-up value with
CONTROL_MMC1.SDMMC1_PUSTRENGTH_GRPx bits (see section pull-up values on
MMC bus).

3.

Program the power IC to generate the required voltage (1.8V or 3V) to SDMMC1_VDDS

4.

The PBIAS voltage is given by the VMODE bit value, so VMODE bit must be set according to
SDMMC1_VDDS voltage:
Configure CONTROL_PBIASLITE[21] MMC1_PBIASLITE_VMODE.

5.

Wait and ensure that the voltage of SDMMC1_VDDS is stable (ramp-up is ended and
configured voltage is reached) before jumping to next step.

6.

Generate the PBIAS voltage by disabling PBIAS PWRDNZ and enable the MMC1 extended
IO cell by disabling the MMC1 PWRDNZ:
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Set CONTROL_PBIASLITE[22] MMC1_PBIASLITE_PWRDNZ =1.
Wait 150us; // 150us: min time between PBIAS powerup and PBIAS output stable
Set CONTROL_PBIASLITE[26] MMC1_PWRDNZ = 1.

7.

For debug purpose, store the SUPPLY_HI_OUT bit state (CONTROL_PBIASLITE[24]) in
memory.

8.

Check PBIAS and MMC1 IO VMODE_ERROR values (or enable the PBIAS_ERROR
interrupt).
If VMODE_ERROR is high then power-down the IOs for protecting them:
–

Set CONTROL_PBIASLITE[26] MMC1_PWRDNZ = 0 and set
CONTROL_PBIASLITE[22]MMC1_PBIASLITE_PWRDNZ =0.
Check SUPPLY_HI_OUT value stored at step 7 corresponds to the desired
SDMMC1_VDDS voltage.

If the values corresponds then change the VMODE bit (CONTROL_PBIASLITE[21]) to the
correct value.
If they differ, then correct the VDDS_MMC1 voltage.

2 Pull-up Values
eMMC, SDIO and SD cards must have pull-up on the Data and CMD lines in order to prevent
bus floating.
MMC1 interface allows using internal pull-ups by selecting values in
CONTROL_MMC1.SDMMMC1_PUSTRENGTH_GRPx register field. See example of register
field below:

Table 2.

CONTROL_MMC1[31]SDMMMC1_PUSTRENGTH_GRP0 bit field

Their value covers the Rcmd and Rdat (Command and Data signals) pull-up range for SD, MMC
and eMMC standards. For MMC the standard requires Rcmd=50kOhms, thus
CONTROL_MMC1.SDMMMC1_PUSTRENGTH_GRPx bit field will be set to ‘1’ when using
MMC1 interface for MMC purpose.
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2.1

Internal pull-up Values Supported by MMC1 Interface
The max internal pull-up value is 110kOhms, it is 10kohms higher than the SD/MMC/eMMC
standards but the difference in term of current is not high (~2-3uA). If you use this range with
110kOhms then you’ll have to check the timings.
Parameter

Pull-up resistance for
CMD
Pull-up resistance for
DAT0-7

Table 3.

2.2

Min

Max

Unit

Rdat

10

110

kOhm

Rcmd

10

110

kOhm

MMC1 internal Pull-up values

Pull-up Values Requested by MMC Standard:
Parameter

Pull-up resistance for
CMD
Pull-up resistance for
DAT0-7

Symbol

Min

Max

Unit

Rdat

50

100

kOhm

Rcmd

Table 4.

2.3

Symbol

4.7

100

kOhm

Remark

Value supported by MMC1 internal
pull-up
Value supported by MMC1 internal
pull-up

Pull-up Values from the MMC Standard vs Internal Pull-up

Pull-up Values Requested by SD Standard
Parameter

Pull-up resistance for
CMD
Pull-up resistance for
DAT0-7

Symbol

Min

Max

Unit

Rdat

10

100

kOhm

Rcmd

Table 5.

10

100

kOhm

Remark

Value supported by MMC1 internal
pull-up
Value supported by MMC1 internal
pull-up

Pull-up Values form SD Standard vs Internal Pull-up
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2.4

Pull-up Values Requested by eMMC Standard
Parameter

Pull-up resistance for
CMD
Pull-up resistance for
DAT0-7

Symbol

Min

Max

Unit

Rdat

10

100

kOhm

Rcmd

Table 6.

4.7

100

kOhm

Remark

Value supported by MMC1 internal
pull-up
Value supported by MMC1 internal
pull-up

Pull-up values form eMMC standard vs internal pull-up

3 SD/MMC Debug Experiences
In below sections, different scenarios of issues are described and a corresponding way to treat
them is suggested.

3.1

No MMC Communication
If no transaction has been done between OMAP and the SD/MMC device, then first take some
captures of the MMC bus signals (CMD and CLK) and a register dump of MMC module.
•

Check the power voltage of SDMMC1_VDDS

•

Check the VMODE_ERROR bit for MMC1

•

Check whether at least one command has been sent on the bus by observing either the
waveform captures or the SD/MMC registers.

A timeout in the MMCHS_STAT register may reflect that a command has been sent but no
answer has been received from the SD/MMC peripheral. It means that the host sent a command
or data to the device. So, the host has been configured successfully for sending a command but
not necessarily in term of IOs. If no waveform is available for proving that a clock and a
command are sent to the device then we need to check the IO pad configuration (mux mode,
pull-up).
•

Check also the external clock frequency.

If no transfer is done and no signal is output on the bus, then use the register dump for checking
that the clock divider (MMCHS_SYSCTL[15:6] CLKD) has the correct value and check also the
clock source of the functional clock. Ensure that the clock is provided to the card
(MMCHS_SYSCTL[2] CEN=1) and that the module is enabled
(CM_L3INIT_HSMMC1_CLKCTRL[1:0]Modulemode=0x2).

•
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You can use the MMCHS_CON.CLKEXTFREE bit to enable a free running clock on the
SD/MMC bus and verify with an oscilloscope that it is toggling.
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3.2

Overshoots/Undershoots on SDMMC Signals
Overshoots and undershoots may appear in the SD/MMC bus if the impedance adaptation was
not done correctly or when EMI coupling occurs.
When overshoots or undershoots are reported on SD/MMC signal lines we have to be care that
they will not disturb the behavior or damage OMAP IOs.
The occurrence and the voltage level of these perturbations are information needed for the
debug.
Indeed, if undershoots occur while SD/MMC transfers are on-going then they may be interpreted
as bit transitions when the level is close to the Vih/Vil of OMAP I/O.
In that case some error such as CRC errors will be detected during the transfers.
In case of overshoots, the level should not exceed VDDS+0.3V. This is the max voltage
supported by the SD/MMC IOs.
The best way to minimize the overshoots/undershoots consists of adapting the lines impedance.
Changing the serial resistor value (increasing it) has often a significant impact.
The other parameter which could be used is the
MMC1_CONTROL.SDMMC1_DRx_SPEEDCTRL. This bit controls the drive strength and it can
be changed to the value ‘0’ for decreasing the I/O strength and undershoots/overshoots.

Table 7.

3.3

MMC1_CONTROL.SDMMC1_DRx_SPEEDCTRL bit field

SD/MMC is Not Booting
OMAP has the capability to boot from SD/MMC devices depending on the sysboot configuration.
If the boot doesn’t occur from the device, then some basic checks are needed:
•

Check that the chosen sysboot configuration covers SD/MMC booting

•

Check that the external pull-ups used for the sysboot configuration are strong enough (less
than 3kOhms).

•

Check that SDMMC1_VDDS voltage is present during the boot.
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After all these checking, if the issue still occurs then try to boot from a different peripheral (i.e.
UART or USB). No need to boot completely with such devices but at least you should see ASIC
ID printed in the UART terminal window. If nothing is displayed with the different boot mode then
the other OMAP power supplies should be checked or the OMAP device may be damaged.
If you are seeing that the boot skips the SD/MMC and boot from the following device in the
sysboot configuration then you are probably facing a power ramp-up issue.
Indeed, the SDMMC1_VDDSshould ramp in less than 90us, otherwise ROM code will skip the
SD/MMC booting since the voltage is not stabilized. In such case, the ramp delay must be
decreased.

3.4

SD/MMC Card Not Detected
SD/MMC cards have usually a dedicated pin named CD in the connector level. For allowing the
card detection, this pin is tied to GND as soon as the card is inserted in the connector.
The default state of this pin must be in the high state. So, in case of card detect issue, ensure
that a pull-up is present on that CD pin.
Then, on its other side this CD pin should be connected to either a GPIO (with wake-up
capability) or to the CD input of the PMIC. The SW is then in charge of detecting the
corresponding interrupt. The SW is responsible of the detection so, some issue may come from
the bad GPIO reading from the SW.

3.5

No Command Complete Received
After a command is sent to the SD/MMC device, then the Host should receive a response with a
status. The command is considered as sent completely and successfully only after receiving the
response from the SD/MMC device and the command complete (CC) bit is set.
If the command is sent to the SD/MMC device but the response of that command did not issue a
command complete assertion then a timeout occurs.
In case of no CC is set then there are some assumptions:

3.6

•

The command has not been sent by OMAP (see ‘No MMC communication)

•

The card is in a bad state:
–

Check the power of the card

–

Check the pull-up are enabled and their values

Setup Timing Issue
OMAP SD/MMC timings definition has been done using a trace length range and load range.
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SD/MMC Setup or Hold timings may be violated on a board if the trace lengths or loads are out
of the range. If the setup time is too short then it may be needed to increase the length of the
traces.
So, the schematic and layout review should be done with respect to these constraints. See
below tables.

Value

PCB Conditions

Min

Max unit

Number of external peripherals

1

Far end load

40

pF

Trace length for SD card types

10

cm
ohms

Characteristics impedance

Table 8.

ScanDisk Extreme III cards

45

55

Other card types

20

70

MMC/SD/SDIO 1 Interface Standard SD Mode

PCB Conditions

Value
Min

Max unit

Number of external peripherals

1

Far end load

10

pF

Trace length for SD card types

10

cm
ohms

Characteristics impedance

Table 9.

ScanDisk Extreme III cards

45

55

Other card types

20

70

MMC/SD/SDIO 1 Interface High Speed SD/SDR50/DDR50 Mode
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PCB Conditions

Value
Min

Number of external peripherals

1

Far end load

5

pF

Trace length for SD card types

5

cm

55

ohms

Characteristics impedance

Table 10.

3.7

Max unit

30

MMC/SD/SDIO 2 Interface High Speed DDR/SDR JC64 Mode

MMC Signals Interrupted
Some SD/MMC issues may not be due directly to the SD/MMC controller but from other
parameters like bad power management sequences.
The consequence of a bad power management sequence on SD/MMC could be a stop of
transfer without consistent explanation found in the register dump analysis. Figure below
illustrate that case.
Another consequence is an interruption of the SD/MMC signals sometimes during a transfer.

Figure 2: Example of a Bad Power Sequence Management Creating a Bad Behavior on SD/MMC
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In the case shown in the figure above, the VDD_MPU is at OPP100 while VDD_CORE is at
OPP50. This is a forbidden configuration because of the OPP dependencies (see OMAP44xx
DM Operating Conditions Addendum). The consequence of this bad configuration creates some
instability in the SD/MMC controller.

3.8

How to Handle the SD/MMC Bus With a Busy State?
To be able to send a command, the bus must not be in busy state, the Host has to wait the end
of busy state.
It is recommended to set the MMCHS_CMD.RSP_TYPE register field to 0x3 (“48 bit response
with busy after response”). This will allow the controller to set the timeout bit (CTO) when the
busy state stays too long.
Only the command CMD13 can be sent to the card while the bus is in busy state.
The command CMD13 (“Send status”) can be used for getting the state of the card.
In order to know the bus state, it’s not advised sending repeatedly CMD13 since it takes time
and BW but you can check first the state of MMCHS_STAT[1].TC bit. It will tell if a transfer is
complete. If that bit is at ‘0’ (“Transfer not complete”) then you have to check the register
MMCHS_PSTATE[2].DLA (rather than the bit DLEV) to know whether the bus is busy or not.
There is no big difference between MMCHS_PSTATE[DLA] and MMCHS_PSTATE[DLEV] but it
is preferable using the DLA bit because it is more trustful since it consider the state of the
Host(active/inactive), and not only the state of the line (1 or 0 level).

3.9

Cards Format Supported by OMAP
It is stated in the OMAP4 TRM that the max card size supported is 32GB. But depending on the
card type, OMAP4 can support higher capacity.
Indeed, the SDHC (SD High Capacity) format standard specifies a max capacity of 32GB and
uses the FAT32 system file. But there is another format, named SDXC (SD eXtended Capacity)
which allows up to 2TB capacity. But this card format uses a different system file which is the
exFAT.
So, to conclude, the limitation doesn’t come from the HW but rather from the SW. OMAP4 can
support SDXC format if the SW is adapted to the exFAT system file.
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